1. EPM Cloud is the New Status Quo

1.1. Just say “No” to upgrades

Economic considerations remain key reasons for moving to the cloud, and with systems starting to age, avoiding on-premises upgrades rises to the top.

1.2. Reduce Risk of Technology Obsolescence with Cloud

Companies understand and appreciate the benefits of continuous innovation from frequent and painless upgrades — and also reducing the risk of technology obsolescence.

2. Come to save money, but stay for business agility

The competitive advantage offered by always-new technology and increased agility are even more attractive than the substantial economic benefits.

3. What's next for the EPM Cloud?

Financial consolidation and close has risen in importance to the next significant area to move to cloud. It ranked in second place, up from 5th place just a few years ago.

4. Best practices are baked into the cloud

Cloud services make it easier to disseminate standardized best practices across an organization, which can lead to higher productivity and performance.

5. The power to transform

More organizations are exploring emerging technologies to transform finance to make better decisions faster and automate routine tasks — reducing errors and improving efficiency.